ABSTRACT

THE PRINCIPAL OF THE RIGHT MAN ON THE RIGHT PLACE
(ON PRIME SERVICE IN INFORMATION, COMMUNICATIONS
AND COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT OF KABUPATEN JEMBRANA)

I MADE SUDIARTIKA

With reference to exploiting and utilization of governmental apparatus need to presumably identified to study the Principal implementation of The Right Man On The Right Place at prime service in Information, Communications and Communication Department of Kabupaten Jembrana and also to study the principle seen from Department aspect, Individual aspect and Environmental aspect.

As for method used to study the principle conducted with the qualitative research method with the population were officers which rank/faction with the echelon III & IV that was as much 10 people of civil officers in Inkom & Communication Department.

These data collecting was conducted with the direct observation technique, by giving questionnaire and documentation method for the correcting of data with a few existing theory (check list) which related to officer circumstance in general then hereinafter descript all at one would be developed as according to items which have been determined. Where the dependent variable of its was Occupation (The Right Man On The Right Place) and its independent variable was department, individual and environmental.

As for result from the research those executions of the principal of the The Right Man On The Right Place on Information, communication and communications department of Kabupaten Jembrana had been applied and executed. These could be seen from 10 respondents grouped according to 3 (three) aspects which affected the principal these was seen from department aspect, individual and enviromental. Where on the individual aspect these was Emotion, motivation, and ability which owned by respondents with average score by 1,87, for department aspect the availability of the rules have been standard which obligated Pemkab to executed it according to the Act have been standard with have average score by 1,8, while to enviromental aspect have average score was 1,6.
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